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“This story is about an accident that happened far out at sea. 
When Baby Whale was learning all kinds of whale tricks, he made 
a bad mistake. He had to think of a clever plan for a rescue.”

•  Retell story following sequence of events.

•  Discuss use of  instead of  before initial vowel sound.an a

•  Notice homophones:  there/their  see/sea

•  Identify antonyms:  dangerous/safe  large/tiny

•  Note use of dash for emphasis (page 8).

•  Identify soft  sounds:  gentle  huge  largeg

•  Understand use of apostrophe for possession:  whale’s  

•  Note doubled consonant after single vowel:  tipped

•  Identify suffixes:  –   –ous (dangerous) er (older)

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities. 

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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        . All the whales in the family loved Baby Whale

   ,       As he grew older the big whales showed him how

         .to jump high and dive deep down in the sea

         He learned how to blow big waterspouts when he

    .    ,   came up to the top As he breathed out he could

          .blow a spray of water and air out of his blowhole
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 ,        One day when Baby Whale was by himself trying

     ,    . all kinds of dives and jumps he had an accident

      ,     He tried to do an enormous jump but he swam too

      . ! fast to the top and hit something Bang

        Baby Whale had forgotten to look around before

  .         he jumped up He hadn’t seen a boat sailing along on

 .     ,    the sea The boat tipped right over and three men  

 . fell out
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